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An outstanding opinion piece is well-argued, supported by evidence, and
persuasive. If you're struggling to write an outstanding opinion piece, here
are 10 reasons why.

1. You didn't have a clear thesis statement.

Your thesis statement is the main argument of your opinion piece. It should
be clear, concise, and specific. If you don't have a clear thesis statement,
your reader will be confused about what you're trying to say.

2. You didn't support your argument with evidence.

Evidence is essential for supporting your argument. Without evidence, your
opinion will sound like nothing more than a personal belief. When choosing
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evidence, be sure to use credible sources that are relevant to your topic.

3. You didn't consider the opposing viewpoint.

It's important to consider the opposing viewpoint when writing an opinion
piece. This will help you to strengthen your own argument and make your
piece more persuasive. When considering the opposing viewpoint, be sure
to address the strongest arguments against your position.

4. You didn't use strong language.

The language you use in your opinion piece should be strong and
persuasive. This means using vivid verbs, descriptive adjectives, and
powerful nouns. Avoid using weak language, such as "I think" or "I believe."
Instead, use strong language that conveys your certainty.

5. You didn't edit your work.

Editing is an essential part of the writing process. When you edit your work,
you should check for grammar errors, spelling errors, and punctuation
errors. You should also make sure that your opinion piece is well-organized
and easy to read.

6. You didn't get feedback from others.

Getting feedback from others can help you to improve your opinion piece.
Ask a friend, family member, or teacher to read your work and give you
feedback. They can help you to identify areas that need improvement.

7. You didn't practice writing opinion pieces.

The more you practice writing opinion pieces, the better you will become at
it. Try to write an opinion piece on a regular basis. This will help you to



develop your skills and improve your writing.

8. You didn't take a persuasive writing class.

Taking a persuasive writing class can help you to learn the skills you need
to write outstanding opinion pieces. In a persuasive writing class, you will
learn about the different elements of persuasion and how to use them
effectively.

9. You didn't read outstanding opinion pieces.

One of the best ways to learn how to write outstanding opinion pieces is to
read outstanding opinion pieces. Pay attention to the way that the author
argues their point, supports their argument with evidence, and uses
persuasive language. You can also analyze the structure of the opinion
piece and see how the author organizes their thoughts.

10. You didn't have the confidence to write an outstanding opinion
piece.

If you don't have the confidence to write an outstanding opinion piece, it will
be difficult to do so. Believe in yourself and your ability to write a strong
opinion piece. With practice and effort, you can write an opinion piece that
is well-argued, supported by evidence, and persuasive.
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